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The Creature in the Cave

The Creature in the Cave is a short story 
written by Jenny McLachlan, who writes 
books for children and young adults.

This story can be found inside The Book 
of Hopes. 

Close your eyes and use your imagination 
as you listen to the story.

Start



The Creature in the Cave

When I was nine years old, I found something truly incredible.

My mother had taken me exploring, as she often did, and we stumbled upon 

a beach. It was a small curving bay with pebbles and a patch of sand. While 

I poked around in rock pools and swam in the sea, my mother stretched out 

on the warm stones and soon fell asleep.

This meant I could wander further.
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The Creature in the Cave
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I was scrambling over some boulders when I discovered the cave. It was 

hidden behind a curtain of leaves; inside, the light was green and the air had 

a tang of salt and fish. I thought that the cave led nowhere, but then, at the 

very back, I found a tunnel. I crept into the gloom and something crunched 

under my feet. Shells? I didn’t know. I was a little frightened, but kept going 

because I was nine and this was exciting and ahead I could see a dot of light.

The dot grew bigger. It became a circle, an opening, I smelt the sea and 

heard the crash of waves. I had found another cave, but this was not the 

incredible thing I wanted to tell you about.



The Creature in the Cave
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No. Something was sitting inside the cave.

I’m old now, and these are distant memories, but I will try to describe 

exactly what I saw that day.

The creature had a mouth and eyes, like me, but that is where the 

similarities ended. Its skin was so thin that I could see tiny veins filled with 

blue blood running down its neck. It was small, fragile, and had claws so 

stubby they couldn’t have opened a clam. It was colourful –

its eyes were one colour, its hair another.



The Creature in the Cave

The creature swallowed. I could see its heart thudding under that thin skin. 

It was scared of me, and no wonder. Even then I was big and strong. But 

then the creature did something incredible. Even though it was scared, it 

smiled and reached out its hand.

What happened next? Incredibly, we played. We drew patterns in the sand. 

We looked for stones. We dug a hole and watched it fill with water.

That happy hour ended when I heard my mother calling for me.
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The Creature in the Cave

Back on the beach, I burst out of the tunnel and blinked into the sunshine. I 

rushed up to my mother, but didn’t mention the creature. I didn’t want her 

to say I was making it up, or worse, go looking for it herself.

Side by side, we ran along the beach, stretched out our wings and lifted up 

in the air. The wind rushed over me and the sun warmed my scales. As we 

soared higher, my heart soared too, because I was certain that the beautiful, 

brave creature in the cave was a human.
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The Creature in the Cave

Humans belonged in stories told around the fire … but I had met one!

I let out a roar of joy, and my flames lit up the sky.
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Meeting New Friends
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In the story, the narrator meets a new 
friend in the cave.

Can you think of a time when you’ve met 
a new friend?



We Are All Different

NextBack

In the story, the narrator and the 
human look very different.

The narrator had wings and scales.
The human had thin skin and blue veins.

Look around the room. 
Can you see that we all look different, too?



You might be different from your friends in 
lots of ways.

You could:

have different hair, eye 
and skin colours;

speak different languages 
or with different accents;

be taller or shorter 
than one another;

wear glasses or not 
wear glasses.

We Are All Different
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Don’t Be Scared
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In the story, the two characters are very 
different but they still become friends.

At first, the human in the cave was scared 
of the narrator but it still reached out its 
hand and smiled.

What does this teach us?



You Are Unique
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Being different means that you are unique.

We are all unique and special in our 
own ways.

What makes you unique?



Meeting Someone New

NextBack

The next time that you meet a new friend 
who is a little different to you, remember 
that you are different too!

What might you do when you next meet 
someone new?



We Are All Different
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To read more amazing stories, exciting 
extracts or to see some fantastic illustrations 
from The Book of Hopes, click here.
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